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EDITORS’ PREFACE

James Crawford has been a towering figure in international law and practice over the past decades, in universities (primarily in his native Australia and the United Kingdom), in international, regional and national courts and tribunals and in governmental (national and international) bodies. He has performed multiple roles in each of these sites: scholar, teacher, supervisor, dean, college fellow and director of a research centre; advocate, expert witness and arbitrator; and law reform commissioner in Australia and on the International Law Commission. His energy and work rate are legendary. He has given his time and expertise to non-governmental organisations, for instance as Director of Studies of the International Law Association. He has also received multiple honours including honorary doctorates, being elected a Fellow of the British Academy and, most recently, Companion in the General Division of the Order of Australia.

James’s publications make clear that his academic research and writing interests are both prolific and range widely, especially across public international law, private international law and constitutional law. James is not associated with any ‘school’ of international law; rather, his commitment is to international law as an ‘open system’, a practical tool for the resolution of often apparently intractable international problems. But he is also ‘open’ to diverse theories and methodologies of international law, traditional positivist approaches as well as historical, interdisciplinary and critical work – as is evident from even a brief look at the contents of the co-edited (with Martti Koskenniemi) Cambridge Companion to International Law. In an era of international legal specialisation, James is a ‘generalist’ who has illuminated foundational concepts of international law: sovereignty, States, statehood, territory, self-determination, State responsibility. But he is also a specialist, for as is said by one of the contributors to this volume, no one can be a specialist without first being a generalist. Unsurprisingly, the range of topics chosen by contributors for their doctoral work under James’s supervision is great. The constraints
Editors’ Preface

of commercial publication did not allow us to give a free hand to contributors, reflecting their past and current academic interests. Instead we sought to bring together a volume that reflects upon three concepts that have pervaded James’s work over the past four decades and where he has made an outstanding intellectual contribution: sovereignty (the unique, intangible and yet essential characteristic of States), statehood (what it means to be(come) a State; the process of acquiring, or losing, statehood) and State responsibility (the legal component of what being a State entails). The unifying theme between these topics – apart from James’s seminal work on each of them – is that they have always been, and will in the future continue to form, part of the foundation of public international law.

This volume is a tribute and token of gratitude to James Crawford on his retirement from academia in one of his many roles, that of doctoral supervisor and thus as scholar and mentor, rather than practitioner. All the contributors to the volume were former doctoral candidates under James’s supervision at the law faculties at the University of Sydney and the University of Cambridge and are now themselves active in legal academia, in international legal practice, or both – hence its appellation as a Liber Doctorandorum.

We thank the authors for their contributions to the volume. We also give a special thank you to Elina Zlatanska and Sophie Starrenburg for their invaluable research and editing work which assisted us in finalising the volume. We also thank Cambridge University Press, and especially Finola O’Sullivan for her support and enthusiasm for this project.

Christine Chinkin, LSE

Freya Baetens, Leiden University
James Richard Crawford was born in Adelaide, South Australia on 14 November 1948. He is the oldest of the seven children of James Allen Crawford and Josephine Margaret Crawford (née Bond). He was educated first at Brighton High School, Adelaide, whose motto is *fac omnia bene* ('do everything well'), an admonition that James has evidently ever since taken to heart. The school also has a special focus on music, which remains an important part of James’s life.

James’s school record was one of outstanding achievement. He ended his time at school as co-head prefect. Along the way he was president of the Public Speaking and Debating Club, co-edited the school magazine and the school newspaper, played in the soccer A team and the cricket B team, was on the committee of the Senior French Club and acted in the Revue. His valedictory editorial in the 1965 issue of the school magazine demonstrates an early maturity of vision. Taking issue with a narrow definition of what education is about, the seventeen-year-old James wrote:

> [Then] what is education? Something like this: a leading out, through discipline and balance, of latent abilities in youth, and thus a preparation for life . . . For the purposes of the school, balance must mean intelligent participation in a wide range of activities; participation that is both giving and receiving. This year the school has had a wider range than ever before, with increased prefect and house activities, more clubs and sports teams. Intelligent participation in all facets of school life, or, if you like, the correct balance between ‘work’ and ‘play’ on a creative level; this is the way to a good education. And a good education is the way to a good life; the fulfilment of the aims of the individual, the society and therefore the school.

* I wish to acknowledge with thanks the assistance I have received from members of James’s family, the Principal of Brighton High School (now named Brighton Secondary School), Ms Olivia O’Neill and the Dean of the Faculty of Law of the University of Adelaide, Professor John Williams.
James left school to enter the University of Adelaide in 1966, with the support of a government scholarship waiving fees, as a student in the faculties of arts and law. He collected a number of prizes and awards in both faculties, including the Angas Parsons Prize in Law in his final year, which was at that time the nearest equivalent to a university medal. In the faculty of arts he was awarded the Sir Archibald Strong Memorial Prize for Literature and the Bundey Prize for English verse (poetry remains important to him). The degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Laws (Honours) were conferred in 1972.

The University of Adelaide is one of Australia’s oldest universities, established in 1874. Its first vice-chancellor, Dr Augustus Short, came to South Australia in 1847, eleven years after the foundation of the colony, as the first Anglican Bishop of Adelaide, after a notable career as a Fellow of Christ Church, Oxford. Among Dr Short’s famous pupils at Oxford was the later prime minister W. E. Gladstone. Short’s vision for the University of Adelaide was not tied to the model of the ancient universities of Great Britain. He foresaw the need for the developing colony to allow for an exploration of fields of scholarship beyond the classical mode of his own university. Before the end of the nineteenth century, faculties were established, as well as in arts, in science (in 1882, the first Australian university to establish such a faculty), law, medicine and music. Mathematics, philosophy, languages and mining engineering were also taught. The law faculty at Adelaide ranks as the second oldest in Australia (1883).

The University of Adelaide remains an institution with liberal traditions and a spirit of free inquiry. The vice-chancellor just before James’s time was A. P. Rowe, whose habit of personally dropping in on rooms whose lights were burning late at night to find out what interesting developments were being hatched, in whatever field, led to his being humorously dubbed ‘the Abominable Rowe Man’. His successor, Sir Henry Basten, had similarly wide interests and peripatetic habits, which led on one occasion to his arrest as a suspected intruder. An anguished late-night telephone call to the university’s registrar was needed to confirm his identity.

The law school in James’s time included some notable scholars, although some subjects were still being taught by local barristers and solicitors. The days of major expansion in all Australian law schools were still to come. His teachers included Arthur Rogerson and John Keeler (recent arrivals from Oxford), Alex Castles, Horst Luecke, David Kelly and Michael Detmold. Some notable visiting teachers during James’s time were David Williams of Cambridge and Rupert Cross of Oxford. Among
the part-time teachers were John Bray QC, a leading advocate and a classics scholar, who later became Chief Justice of South Australia, and Roma Mitchell QC, successively Australia’s first female Queen’s Counsel, first female Supreme Court judge and first female state governor.

James’s teacher of international law was D. P. O’Connell, who in the year of James’s graduation (1972) was elected to the Chichele Chair of International Law at Oxford. The teaching of international law at Adelaide had had an interrupted history. It was taught, both as public and private international law, from the early twentieth century by Sir John Salmond, better known for his treatise on torts, and later a judge of the Supreme Court of New Zealand, then by Professor Jethro Brown and, in the early 1920s, by Professor Coleman Phillipson, author of a magisterial work on international law in ancient Greece and Rome. A break of some thirty years in the teaching of public international law followed, although not of private international law. The subject was not revived until some years after the arrival of O’Connell in 1951.

O’Connell was a New Zealander who won a postgraduate scholarship to Cambridge where he read for a doctorate under Professor Sir Hersch Lauterpacht. His subject was State succession, and his thesis first appeared in print in 1956. It was later expanded into a two-volume work. He later became known for his work on the law of the sea, and for his general treatise on international law (second edition, 1970). O’Connell’s teaching was clearly influential in James’s intellectual development even while James was somewhat reserved as to its theoretical underpinnings in natural law. O’Connell’s mastery of detail and the telling anecdote, based on his wide practice as counsel (he appeared for Australia before the International Court in the Nuclear Tests case), could not have failed to impress and inspire a young student.

James won a postgraduate Shell Scholarship to pursue his interest in international law at Oxford, where he became a member of University College. Although he and O’Connell arrived in Oxford at much the same time, James chose to be supervised by Professor Ian Brownlie (later to be O’Connell’s successor in the Chichele Chair, after O’Connell’s untimely death in 1979). Brownlie provided a contrast in style and substance to O’Connell; his influence is evident in James’s work in a similar economy of style and rigorous method of doctrinal inquiry. However, it cannot be said that James was an avid disciple of either of his teachers: he soon developed a distinctive approach and voice of his own.

James’s thesis at Oxford was on the subject of statehood. His choice was an early indication of his willingness, indeed eagerness, to tackle
large topics. He graduated as doctor of philosophy (DPhil) in 1977. An adaptation of his thesis was published in 1979 by Oxford University Press under the title *The Creation of States in International Law*. The work was greeted with wide acclaim and was awarded the Certificate of Merit by the American Society of International Law in 1981. A revised second edition was published in 2006.

James returned to Adelaide immediately after Oxford and taught international law and constitutional law. His rise through the academic ranks was rapid: he was awarded a personal chair in 1983. His students were understandably in awe of him; they dubbed him ‘JC’. But like that other renowned teacher he combined authoritative and stimulating teaching with a kind nature.

Marriage followed, and the birth of two daughters, both of whom have followed him in outstanding scholarly careers.

James’s second major publication appeared in 1982. *Australian Courts of Law* purported to be a student textbook but in reality it served a far wider audience. It was a comprehensive survey of the entire court system of Australia with all its many problems of federal, state and territory jurisdictions. Far from being a student text it came to be an essential library acquisition for judges and the practising legal profession. Its success can be measured by the fact that it is now its fourth edition (co-authored by Brian Opeskin, Oxford University Press, 2004).

In early 1982 James took leave from the University to accept a three-year appointment as a full-time commissioner of the Australian Law Reform Commission. This body had been established in 1974 by the Whitlam government to examine all matters referred to it that were appropriate to the exercise of Commonwealth (federal) powers and to make recommendations for reform. It conducted wide community consultation through the production of discussion papers and was supported by highly qualified research teams. The chairman during James’s first appointment was Michael Kirby, later to become a Justice of the High Court of Australia. James was assigned as Commissioner-in-Charge of three major references: Foreign State Immunity, Civil Admiralty Jurisdiction, and the Recognition of Aboriginal Customary Laws.

Foreign State Immunity was clearly a subject for an international lawyer. At the time of the reference there was doubt in Australia whether the traditional common law approach of absolute immunity should give way to developing judicial trends elsewhere towards restrictive or qualified immunity. There was as yet no decision of the higher Australian courts on the question; the decision of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council...
in *The Philippine Admiral* case (1977) was considered persuasive but not binding since it did not come on appeal from Australia. James had the benefit of the experience of many other common law jurisdictions which had pronounced on the matter, some legislatively, in preparing his report and draft legislation. In recommending that Australia adopt the approach of absolute immunity subject to exceptions (especially with respect to commercial transactions) the report considered that such an approach would accord with practice elsewhere, including the likely approach of the International Law Commission. In unaltered form it was passed into law as the Foreign States Immunities Act 1985.

The second of the two references dealt with a relic of Australia’s colonial history. Admiralty jurisdiction, both civil and criminal, was tied to English law and was unsuited to the needs of an independent nation. Already before James was appointed to the commission, admiralty criminal jurisdiction had been supplanted in Australia by the passage of the Crimes at Sea Act 1979 (now replaced by the Crimes at Sea Act 2000). That Act cured the anomaly of having to lay charges of crimes committed at sea under English law and not the criminal law of the adjacent Australian state. The civil admiralty jurisdiction, exercisable by state courts, was stuck in the mould of the Colonial Courts of Admiralty Act 1890 (Imp). It was necessary, on a national basis, to resolve uncertainties about, and unjustified limitations on, the scope of that jurisdiction. The Report, under James’s direction, succeeded in forming the basis of the Admiralty Act 1988.

The third reference took James into relatively uncharted and potentially controversial areas, far removed from international law. At a time when it was increasingly being questioned whether Australia should be regarded as having been unoccupied, and thus as *terra nullius*, upon British settlement in 1788, or whether the Aboriginal population should be regarded as having retained root title to their lands (matters that were to be decided by the High Court of Australia later in the *Mabo* case in 1992), there were many other matters of a more immediately pressing nature to be examined. These included whether Aboriginal customary law could be invoked before Australian courts, or should be considered in administrative decisions, regarding such matters as the criminal law and sentencing, traditional marriage and family status, child custody, traditional hunting and fishing and many others. Consultations provided a rich source of experience as the Commission took soundings all around the country, including in aboriginal areas. The final report did not recommend comprehensive legislation (although, piecemeal at various levels, some state
and federal laws resulted) but rather proposed a set of recommendations to be implemented or considered at appropriate levels of government.

James returned to Adelaide at the conclusion of his full-time term on the commission at the end of 1984, but continued to be a part-time member until 1990. In 1985 he was elected an Associate Member of the Institut de Droit International, the youngest member to have been appointed in recent times. He was promoted into full membership in 1991. After the death of Julius Stone he was the only Australian member of the Institut until the recent election of Hilary Charlesworth.

It soon became clear that James would have greater opportunities on the eastern seaboard of Australia. Adelaide is hardly a backwater, but Australian public life tends to be dominated by the ‘Sydney–Melbourne–Canberra triangle’. In 1986 he was appointed Challis Professor of International Law at the University of Sydney. That endowed chair has had an uninterrupted history from its first incumbent, Pitt Cobbett, in 1890. James succeeded D. H. N. Johnson, formerly of London (LSE), who in turn had succeeded Julius Stone. Johnson’s appointment had seen the separation of the once unitary Chair of International Law and Jurisprudence into two separate Challis Chairs.

The departure of James, Marisa and their two daughters from Adelaide to settle permanently in Sydney was marked by an unfortunate event. All their possessions went into storage during the Christmas and New Year break. The storage facility caught fire and everything within it was destroyed. Their possessions included irreplaceable personal records, papers and photographs. The effects of that experience were highly unsettling to them all.

James was appointed dean of the faculty of law at the University of Sydney in 1990. During the three years that followed he instituted international law as a compulsory subject in the LLB curriculum, in place of the elective status enjoyed by that subject previously. An innovation was to view international law widely, embracing both public and private international law. As an introductory course it thus ensured that all students would have at least a nodding acquaintance with the basic sources and principles considered by James to be essential to the education of lawyers in a globalised world. Students inspired by this immersion were able to follow as separate elective subjects advanced courses in both branches of international law. Sydney’s example has since been followed by many other Australian law schools, including Adelaide.

James always saw it as desirable that academic lawyers in Australia should have strong links with the practising legal profession.
called to the Bar of New South Wales in 1987. He was later appointed Senior Counsel (a rank that replaced, but is of equal status to, Queen’s Counsel) in 1997. This distinction, unlike in Canada, is rarely conferred on Australian academic lawyers.

With James’s election to the Whewell Chair of International Law at Cambridge in 1992, and his election in the same year to the International Law Commission of the United Nations, this account of the earlier years comes to an end.

Ivan Shearer
James Crawford arrived in Cambridge in the autumn of 1992, with the internet and globalisation, to take up the position of Whewell Chair of International Law and a Fellowship at Jesus College. I had come to know him five years earlier, at the 1987 meeting of the Institut de Droit International in Cairo, when he engaged actively with the secretariat on which I served. He was a razor-sharp and open Australian, direct, engaged and humorous.

For twenty-one years James’s academic work has centred on the law faculty in Cambridge. This second life has included three years as Chair and two stints as Director of the Lauterpacht Research Centre for International Law (characterised by long hours spent in an office that is now on the first floor, regular visits to the kitchen and library on the ground floor and a work ethic so ‘punishing’ that the word does not begin to do justice to his personal style).

The Cambridge years have spanned both undergraduate and LLM teaching, across a range of international law subjects, and also embracing a remarkable fifty-seven doctoral students (not a typographical error). The engagement with the classroom reflects an undying commitment to the power of nurture and encouragement, irrespective of creed or culture or politics. The body of protégés crosses all these barriers, although it must be said that young Australians interested in international law are attracted to him like bees to honey (does any country today have more international lawyers per capita, or a greater proportion of its GNP devoted to international legal scholarship and other services?). Many of James’s pupils have entered academic life across the UK and Australia and beyond, allowing the Crawford effect – international law as an ‘open system’, as he likes to put it, that is real and modern – to spread well beyond the Fens. His impact at Cambridge is hard to overstate: international law was already a central part of the life of the law faculty, but somehow it has expanded even further, a thriving part of the life of the faculty. The
classroom credo is not revolutionary transformation, but incremental change over time and subject area. The teaching style – understated and humorous, with a touch of irreverence and a recognition of the limits of the subject in the real world of power and politics – has been widely attractive. I am yet to meet a single person anywhere in the world who has complained about James as a teacher.

Over these two decades James has also managed to complete the odd book or ten, along with innumerable articles and publications the citation of which would exhaust my permitted word limit. The standouts surely include the second edition of *The Creation of States in International Law* (which appeared in 2006), and the eighth edition of *Brownlie’s Principles of International Law* (in 2012), a minor miracle produced with a small orchestra of willing and able assistants, to whom credit is offered in full. The book offers longevity to the work’s originator (and James’s teacher), whilst maintaining its characteristic ethos.

Elsewhere, the Crawford world of international law has expanded to encompass water, people, rights, courts, investments and responsibility (a recurring theme), amongst many other subjects. It has also touched, on occasion, the realm of theory, although James will be the first to recognise that the world of practice and process offers particular attractions. This is reflected in the general course on international law offered at The Hague Academy in the summer of 2013, *The Course of International Law*. It was a characteristic feature of his industry that he was able to hand over the entire manuscript at the end of his final lecture, notwithstanding his concurrent role as senior counsel for Australia, arguing against Japan’s ‘scientific whaling’ in the Antarctic.

James’s arrival in Cambridge coincided with his election to the International Law Commission, and summers in Geneva. This was no sinecure. The Commission had spent five decades working on two subjects of keen importance and growing interest – the idea of a statute for an international criminal court, and a set of articles on State responsibility – and there was little prospect of an end in sight when James arrived. He brought his special forensic and diplomatic skills to bear on what might have seemed a fruitless task, and a unique ability to create a sense of collegiality and common purpose. He served as Rapporteur on these efforts, bringing both to completion to a standard and quality that ensured the product would find traction in the practical world. The draft articles on an international criminal court paved the way for the creation of the International Criminal Court, just four years later; the draft articles on State responsibility are probably amongst the most cited texts in modern international law.
(assisted by a commentary of crisp and concise prose that is characteristic of James’s style).

Such contributions as those already touched upon might be thought to be sufficient for most living souls, but not for James. The Cambridge years have somehow allowed time to engage in the odd case, prepare an occasional advice or opinion, and sit as arbitrator and judge. In 2000 he was a founder member of Matrix Chambers, and has contributed to the life of the international and English bar as international law increasingly permeates domestic and European law.

There have been cases in Hamburg, Washington, Paris and Istanbul, not to mention the second home that is The Hague. There have been more than two score cases at the International Court of Justice alone (James is not a ‘numbers’ person and would object strongly to the totting up), and dozens in other places. It might be said that James has been midwife for the transformation of the international justice system. His unique ability to get to the nub of the central legal issue in any case, and to roll up his sleeves and immerse himself in the muck of facts, makes him the principal public international lawyer of our age. To international litigation he has brought a distinct style of advocacy – referred to by some as ‘the Australian way’ – that is direct, subtle and fearsome. In one hand a surgeon’s knife, in the other a sledgehammer. The arguments are relevant, efficient and humorous.

This was encapsulated for many in an early effort, made on behalf of a group of four Pacific island countries, when he sought to persuade a somewhat sceptical bench that the use of nuclear weapons was unlawful in all circumstances. There’s a difference between deterrence and the actual threat to use weapons to achieve one’s ends, he told the Court, adopting an approach that surprised some. ‘Mr President’, he said boldly, looking straight in the eye at the diminutive, older gentleman who sat before him, ‘I may be big enough and strong enough to hurt you, if you punch me in the nose . . . but I am not threatening you, not in the event that you do not punch me on the nose – it is simply a fact.’ The look on the judge’s face – was it awe, or incomprehension? – remains embedded in the memory of many who were present.

He has served as arbitrator and judge, displaying fearsome independence and collegiality in the struggle for consensus. Occasionally this might generate a sense of frustration on the part of the party that appointed him, yet it will be overcome by the knowledge that his presence on the tribunal invariably leads to a judgment or award that ticks the quality boxes. It might be said that he is generous in the extreme as to
the assumptions about the uses (and abuses) to which a decision might be put (yes, dear James, many still find it hard to swallow aspects of the decision of the annulment committee in CMS Gas Transmission Company v. Argentine Republic!).

James likes litigation, and litigation likes him. He’s a natural and highly effective, even after a twenty-four-hour flight (who else would take in trips to Europe, South America and Australia in a single week, and then be willing and able to appear in an international court?). To be gently savaged by him in the course of a hearing is a badge of honour, a pleasurable rite of passage. As many have learnt, to seek to savage in return, and to do it well (or even not), invariably catalyses a generous and warm word of appreciation after the hearing, a pat on the shoulder and perhaps an invitation for a beer.

James’s arrival in Britain coincided with a transformation in the international law scene in his adoptive country. International law came into the mainstream of legal life in the United Kingdom (a country the future make-up of which he may have contributed to by the opinion he prepared on Scottish independence, following on from his work in relation to Quebec and Canada), and to a significant extent its political life too. Cause or effect? It will always be difficult to know, and James would never seek to overstate (or even state) his influence. But many others have recognised his impact. That he put his name and weight to a March 2003 letter to the then British prime minister, warning him of the illegality of using force in Iraq without an explicit Security Council Resolution, undoubtedly added to its authority and effect. It reflected a characteristic willingness to do the right thing, to jump out of the ivory tower and get his hands dirty with the great issues of the day. As so often, his leadership made it easier for others to join. The same may be said of his efforts in challenging the Bush administration on its legal policies in the aftermath of 9/11. ‘The American Society of International What?’, he asked, sitting on a panel in Washington, with a great grin on his face, when it was put to him that the Society should avoid becoming embroiled in such delicate matters. Less than a decade later the society honoured him with the prestigious Manley Hudson Medal, one of the growing number of prizes and honours that reflect the reach of his ideas and imprint.

What are the qualities that have informed this global recognition? They have rightly catalysed the respect of legal rags, for which he would have little regard, which refer (no doubt to his considerable embarrassment) to his ‘profound influence on the development of international law’ and to the observable facts that public international law ‘forms part of his
DNA’ and that he is ‘the most brilliant performer of his generation’. The intellectual qualities are widely noted, but there is something else. It’s a personal style and human qualities that are brought to bear across the range of his activities, both academic and professional. There is, for a start, a generosity of spirit and humility that stands out in a world often marked by self-importance. There is the openness to ideas, even if they are not ones to which he is himself attached, and irrespective of their individual provenance. It is the substance that matters, not the messenger. These are disarming qualities that allow the force of the intellectual arguments to extend their reach, cutting through political and cultural opposition. There is, too, a driving belief in the rule of law and its reach, a commitment to the system of international law for all, individuals, associations, corporations and States.

‘Why does he take on so much?’ is a frequent question. Because he loves it and because he cares, is the only possible answer. The personal characteristics inspire a sense of affection and collegiality that allows things to get done, results to be achieved, sacred cows to be destroyed. It is true too that beyond the love of international law – and the encyclopaedic store of information – there is an understanding that there is more to life (a point more often appreciated perhaps in the lives of others), that the law has its limits and that one should be sanguine about the prospects and possibilities of one’s own actions or impact.

There is too a particular sense of humour, invariably attached to words and language. The emails are short and to the point, and often generate a laugh. A personal favourite amongst the numerous 4.00 a.m. emails relates to proceedings that Bangladesh brought against India and Myanmar, on the delimitation of the Bay of Bengal. Bangladesh opted for two separate cases: one, against Myanmar, went to the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (and on which sat the Indian judge P. C. Rao) and the other, against India, went to an Annex VII arbitration tribunal. The day after India appointed as arbitrator its former legal adviser P. S. Rao, James sent a short email, the subject header of which said: Two Raos, One Dispute.

Nothing really goes to the head. A tad more stretched, he is as generous and open as the day he arrived in Cambridge, as committed to making things right, as kindly irreverent and unwilling as ever to defer to sacred cows. There is, finally and forever, that commitment to his Australian roots (and passport). This has not been without its cost, namely hundreds of additional hours forced to stand in line waiting to get through the non-EU immigration lines at European airports. This price he has willingly paid to open the door to (an even fuller) life in The Hague (Tom Bingham once
told me that he saw no reason why an Australian – well, this Australian – might not succeed the former British judge at the court). It is fitting that he reaches the likely end of this stage of his career – a second grown-up life – in the year that Australia retained the cricket Ashes with a crushing – nay, humiliating – victory against England, and in which he was made Companion of the Order of Australia in the Australian Queen’s Birthday Honours List.

James’s arrival in England made life different for a great many people, myself included. He was, I believe, the first non-UK national to take up the Whewell Chair, a sign of changing times, encouraging new areas to explore and a new style to apply. In the first case on which we worked together, two decades ago, as team leader he encouraged all in the room to express their views, on facts and law, even to challenge his views, dispensing with any vestige of formal hierarchy in the team. Of course, he told us, at the end of the day it would be for him to decide what advice to give the government client, but to be able to do so he wanted to hear from all what their ideas were. It was not a style I was used to, as a junior academic, or at the English bar. James has brought to us the qualities of openness and listening. Deference to the existing order, to following patterns of behaviour simply because that is how things have always been done, was to be cast aside unless justifiable on their merits. For that, for the humour, for the generosity and for the sheer power of the intellect we have reason to be very grateful that this Australian came to England.

Philippe Sands, QC
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